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What to Look for in CBO’s Analysis of House-Passed Health Bill
Score Will Show Challenges Senate Faces in Fixing Bill

By Jacob Leibenluft

On Wednesday, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) will release its analysis of the House-passed bill to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and its impacts on health coverage, Medicaid, the cost of private insurance, and the deficit. Because the House took the unusual step of voting on the bill (the American Health Care Act, or AHCA) before CBO scored it, the score will primarily set the stage for the Senate debate. We expect the score will continue to show, as did CBO’s analysis of earlier versions of the bill,1 that the AHCA would result in millions of people losing coverage, sharp cuts to Medicaid, and increased premiums and out-of-pocket costs for many of those who purchase insurance on their own—especially lower-income people and older people. And a careful analysis of the score will show that the Senate cannot undo these harmful effects without revamping the bill’s entire structure—namely, deep cuts to coverage that pay for tax breaks for the wealthy, pharmaceutical companies, and insurers.

What to Look for in the CBO Score

How many more would be uninsured compared to current law? CBO estimated that two earlier versions of the AHCA would result in 24 million more people without health coverage by 2026. There’s been a lot of speculation about how much that number may change in CBO’s forthcoming estimate.

The most relevant question, however, isn’t how the latest version of the House bill compares to the old one; it’s how the House bill compares to current law, if Congress leaves the ACA intact. The uninsured rate remained at a historic low — 9.0 percent — last year, and states that expanded Medicaid under the ACA have cut their non-elderly uninsured rate by more than half since 2010, according to new data from the Centers for Disease Control.2 The latest House bill would largely or entirely reverse that progress, because it retains the key elements of the House bill’s earlier versions: deep Medicaid cuts of $839 billion over ten years that would reduce enrollment by 14 million by 2026, sharply reduced subsidies for the individual market, and immediate elimination of the ACA’s individual mandate.


The uncertainty around the bill’s coverage effects largely revolves around changes to the individual market — in particular, the impact of the MacArthur amendment, which would enable states to apply for waivers to allow insurers to charge people with pre-existing conditions more or offer plans that do not cover minimum standards known as “Essential Health Benefits.” That amendment could change not just how many people get covered, but who gets covered — potentially increasing the number of healthy people with coverage at the expense of those with more serious health needs, the very people who need coverage the most. Importantly, that means the question isn’t simply how many people are uninsured compared to the ACA, but also who these uninsured are.

For those who maintain private individual market coverage, how much would they pay — and what would they get? When CBO released its first score of the AHCA, House Speaker Paul Ryan initially touted its estimate that “sticker price” premiums would fall slightly by the end of the decade. In fact, this statistic was deeply misleading. First, it reflected that older people would drop out of the market because they couldn’t afford insurance. Older people pay higher premiums, so when they drop coverage, average sticker price premiums fall. Second, it ignored the fact that the tax credits that help families pay for insurance would shrink by thousands of dollars, meaning the amount many people actually pay for their premiums would rise substantially. Moreover, lower-income people would no longer receive financial assistance with their deductibles and other out-of-pocket costs. Finally, it did not take into account that the AHCA allows insurers to offer skimpier plans with higher deductibles and out-of-pocket costs, so people would get much less in return when they buy insurance. The MacArthur amendment, which would let states waive standards for what health plans cover, could sharply exacerbate this shift toward skimpier coverage. When looking at the new score, the key questions are, what would people — especially low-income, older, and sicker people — actually pay out of pocket, and what kind of coverage would they get in return?

What happens to the budget? There has been significant attention to the possibility that after last-minute tweaks to the bill, it may increase rather than reduce the deficit over ten years — which could create procedural complications for the bill moving forward. But while that’s possible, it’s much more likely that the bill will still achieve some modest deficit reduction.

But whatever the bottom-line deficit number, the core issue around the bill’s fiscal effects remains the tradeoff between health coverage and high-income tax cuts. CBO’s estimates of the bill’s savings due to the cuts to coverage and its costs due to the tax cuts will illustrate the magnitude of the bill’s redistribution from lower- and moderate-income Americans to the wealthy.

---


What Senators Should Be Asked After the CBO Score Is Released

Immediately upon House passage of the AHCA, Senate Republicans made clear that the bill would undergo changes before any consideration began. The key question now is not how senators view the House bill or its score — but what they intend to do going forward.

In particular, senators should be asked:

Will you commit not to vote on a bill unless there is a CBO score on that actual piece of legislation? The anticipation around CBO’s release this week — and the uncertainty around what it may say — underscore the extraordinary nature of the House voting on a bill of the AHCA’s magnitude without a score. Several senators expressed discomfort with the House’s choice to rush a vote without knowing how major changes to the bill would affect how much the bill would cost, how many people it would cover, and what it would mean for people with pre-existing conditions. Now, the question is how the Senate will proceed — and whether they will follow the long-standing precedent (including from passage of the ACA) of holding hearings and waiting for updated CBO scores before proceeding on major legislation.

Speaker Ryan and others defended the House’s decision to vote by noting that CBO had scored the bill at one point — neglecting to mention that CBO had never evaluated a major change crucial to securing the bill’s passage. The release of the CBO score this week is a chance for senators to commit not to vote for a bill unless CBO has scored the version of the bill they are actually voting on.

Will you commit not to vote for a bill that CBO estimates will add to the uninsured? If not, what level of coverage loss is acceptable to you? President Trump and some Republican senators have pledged that at least as many people should have coverage under the AHCA as do under current law. That should be the metric by which a Senate bill is judged — not how it compares to the House bill. If senators will not commit to oppose any bill that results in increasing the number of uninsured, they should be asked what level of coverage loss is acceptable.

If you believe the House bill is flawed, which of its major components do you intend to change or jettison? Several Senate Republicans have been clear that they do not like the House bill — whether because it would result in too many people losing coverage, undermine the ACA’s Medicaid expansion and convert the program to a per capita cap or block grant, raise individual market costs for older people or those in higher-cost states, or remove protections for people with pre-existing conditions.

But just tweaking the House bill won’t solve those problems. Instead, senators should be asked about their positions on the following planks of the AHCA that are driving the coverage losses and cost increases that CBO’s analysis will confirm:

---

• **Repealing the Medicaid expansion.** Some senators have expressed concern about the AHCA's effective repeal of the Medicaid expansion,\(^7\) which now provides coverage for 11 million people. Delaying or more gradually phasing out the end of the expansion won't change the fact that millions of people will eventually lose coverage, and those who need it in the future won’t be able to get it. Senators should be asked to clearly state whether they believe the expansion should end or continue.

• **Ending the Medicaid program as we know it through a per capita cap or block grant.** The AHCA’s deep cuts to Medicaid\(^8\) go well beyond repealing the Medicaid expansion by converting federal funding to Medicaid to a per capita cap or block grant, under which the amount of federal funding states receive would be capped and would grow more slowly than actual state Medicaid costs. That would result in large and growing federal Medicaid funding shortfalls over time, which in turn would force states to cut eligibility, services, provider payments, or a combination of all three. Senators who express concerns about the House bill’s impact on older people and people with pre-existing conditions should be asked whether they will commit to drop the radical restructuring of Medicaid, which would jeopardize coverage and services for the most vulnerable, including those who require Medicaid-funded long-term services and supports to stay at home.

• **Dismantling the ACA’s individual market reforms, which make insurance affordable for people with pre-existing conditions.** The ACA made it possible for people with pre-existing conditions to access affordable coverage, through a combination of new rules that prevent insurers from charging sicker people more, a requirement to buy coverage or pay a penalty that keeps healthy people in the market, and tax credits and cost-sharing subsidies. The AHCA undoes this basic structure, leaving a choice between two bad options: (1) keeping protections for people with pre-existing conditions, but making coverage unaffordable for millions of people as premiums rise and tax credits fall or (2) removing those protections to lower premiums for healthy people, but putting coverage all but out of reach for sicker and older people. Senators should be asked which they prefer, or whether they will support restoring the features of the ACA that keep coverage broadly affordable.

• **Cutting coverage to pay for tax cuts for the wealthy and corporations.** The AHCA’s fundamental structure will be reflected in the CBO score: large tax breaks for the wealthy, pharmaceutical companies, and insurance companies that are paid for by deep cuts to health coverage. The Senate must undo the AHCA’s cuts to Medicaid and tax credits to avoid causing millions of people to lose coverage and raising costs substantially for those who buy insurance. But within the bounds of a bill that needs to reduce the deficit, those cuts to coverage and affordability can’t be reversed as long as the bill includes the tax cuts for the wealthy. Ultimately, senators need to be asked whether they are willing to walk away from the House bill’s basic structure and its tax cuts — or they’ll find that there is no way to structure legislation that doesn’t dramatically reduce coverage.

---
